An extra dark radiation component can be present in the universe in the form of sterile neutrinos, axions or other very light degrees of freedom which may interact with the dark matter sector. We derive here the cosmological constraints on the dark radiation abundance, on its effective velocity and on its viscosity parameter from current data in dark radiation-dark matter coupled models. The cosmological bounds on the number of extra dark radiation species do not change significantly when considering interacting schemes. We also find that the constraints on the dark radiation effective velocity are degraded by an order of magnitude while the errors on the viscosity parameter are a factor of two larger when considering interacting scenarios. If future Cosmic Microwave Background data are analysed assuming a non interacting model but the dark radiation and the dark matter sectors interact in nature, the reconstructed values for the effective velocity and for the viscosity parameter will be shifted from their standard 1/3 expectation, namely c 
I. INTRODUCTION
From observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and large scale structure (LSS) we can probe the fundamental properties of the constituents of the cosmic dark radiation background. The energy density of the total radiation component reads ρ rad = 1 + 7 8
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where ρ γ is the current energy density of the CMB and N eff is a free parameter, defined as the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the cosmic dark radiation background. In the standard scenario, the expected value is N eff = 3.046, corresponding to the three active neutrino contribution and considering effects related to non-instantaneous neutrino decoupling and QED finite temperature corrections to the plasma. The most recent CMB data analyses gives N eff = 3.89±0.67 (68% CL) [1] , see also Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The simplest scenario to explain the extra dark radiation ∆N eff ≡ N eff − 3.046 arising from cosmological data analyses assumes the existence of extra sterile neutrino species. However, there are other possibilities which are as well closely related to minimal extensions to the standard model of elementary particles, as axions, extra dimensions or asymmetric dark matter models. Dark radiation, apart from being parametrized by its effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom, N eff , is also characterized by its clustering properties, i.e, its rest-frame speed of sound, c 2 eff , and its viscosity parameter, c 2 vis , which controls the relationship between velocity/metric shear and anisotropic stress in the dark radiation background [19] . A value of c 2 vis different from zero, as expected in the standard scenario, sustains the existence of dark radiation anisotropies [20] . The standard value of c 2 vis = 1/3 implies that the anisotropies in the dark radiation background are present and they are identical to the neutrino viscosity. On the other hand, the case c is the density perturbation in the rest frame, where the dark radiation velocity perturbation is zero.
Interacting dark radiation arises naturally in the socalled asymmetric dark matter models (see e.g. [21] and references therein), in which the dark matter production mechanism is similar and related to the one in the baryonic sector. In these models, there exists a particleantiparticle asymmetry at high temperatures in the dark matter sector. The thermally symmetric dark matter component will annihilate and decay into dark radiation degrees of freedom. Since the dark radiation and the dark matter fluids are interacting, there was an epoch in the early Universe in which these two dark fluids were strongly coupled. This results in a tightly coupled fluid with a pressure producing oscillations in the matter power spectrum analogous to the acoustic oscillations in the baryon-photon fluid before the recombination era. Due to the presence of a dark radiation-dark matter interaction, the clustering properties of the dark radiation component can be modified [11] . In other words, if dark radiation is made of interacting particles, the values of the clustering parameters c The cosmological implications of interacting dark radiation with canonical clustering properties have been metric shear, defined as σ = (ḣ + 6η)/(2k), with h and η the scalar metric perturbations in the synchronous gauge. The anisotropic stress would affect the density perturbations, as in the case of a real fluid, in which the stress represents the viscosity, damping the density perturbations. The relationship between the metric shear and the anisotropic stress can be parametrized through a "viscosity parameter", c 2 vis [19] :
where θ is the divergence of the fluid velocity. Although the perturbed Einstein and energy-momentum conservation equations are enough to describe the evolution of the cosmological perturbations of non-relativistic particles, it is convenient to introduce the full distribution function in phase space to follow the perturbation evolution of relativistic particles, that is, to consider their Boltzmann equation. In order to determine the evolution equation of dark radiation, the Boltzmann equation is transformed into an infinite hierarchy of moment equations, that must be truncated at some maximum multipole order l max . Then, the higher order moments of the distribution function are truncated with appropriate boundary conditions, following Ref. [27] .
In the presence of a dark radiation-dark matter interaction, the Euler equations for these two dark fluids reaḋ
where the momentum transfer to the dark radiation component is given by an dm σ dm−dr (θ dm − θ dr ). Indeed, the former quantity is the differential opacity, which gives the scattering rate of dark radiation by dark matter [22, 23] . The complete Euler equation for dark radiation, including the interaction term with the dark matter fluid, readṡ
Following Refs. [22, 23] we parameterize the coupling between massless neutrinos and dark matter through a cross section given by
if it is constant, or
if it is proportional to T 2 , where the parameters Q 0 and Q 2 are constants in cm 2 MeV −1 units. It has been shown in Ref. [24] that the cosmological implications of both constant and T-dependent interacting cross sections are very similar. Therefore, in the following, we focus on the constant cross section case, parameterized via Q 0 . Figure 1 , upper panel, shows the CMB temperature anisotropies for Q 0 = 10 −32 cm 2 MeV −1 and one dark radiation interacting species, i.e. ∆N eff = 1, as well as for the non interacting case for the best fit parameter values from WMAP seven year data analysis [6, 33] together with WMAP and South Pole Telescope (SPT) data [10] . We illustrate the behavior of the temperature anisotropies for different assumptions of the dark radiation clustering parameters. Notice that the presence of a dark radiation-dark matter interaction enhances the height of the CMB peaks due to both the presence of an extra radiation component (∆N eff ) and the fact that dark matter is no longer pressureless (due to a non zero Q 0 ). Therefore ∆N eff and Q 0 will be negatively correlated. The location of the peaks also changes, mostly due to the presence of extra radiation ∆N eff . The peaks will be shifted to higher multipoles ℓ due to changes in the acoustic scale, given by
where r θ (z rec ) and r s (z rec ) are the comoving angular diameter distance to the last scattering surface and the sound horizon at the recombination epoch z rec , respectively. Although r θ (z rec ) almost remains the same for different values of ∆N eff , r s (z rec ) becomes smaller when ∆N eff is increased. Therefore, the positions of the acoustic peaks are shifted to higher multipoles (smaller angular scales) if the value of ∆N eff is increased. Notice, however, that this effect can be compensated by changing the cold dark matter density, in such a way that z rec remains fixed, see Ref. [9] . Changing c 2 vis modifies the ability of the dark radiation to free-stream out of the potential wells [28] [29] [30] . Notice from Fig. 1 (upper panel), that lowering c 2 vis to the value c 2 vis = 0, the TT power spectrum is enhanced with respect to the standard case without the dark radiation and the dark matter species interacting. This situation can be explained, roughly, as the dark radiation component becoming a perfect fluid. That is, we are dealing with a single fluid characterized by an effective viscosity. Disregarding the fluid nature and the physical origin of the viscosity, the general consideration holds: for a given perturbation induced in the fluid, the amplitude of the oscillations that the viscosity produces (see, e.g. [11] ) increases as the viscosity is reduced. Therefore, lowering c 2 vis diminishes the amount of damping induced by the dark radiation viscosity, and, consequently, in this case, the amplitude of the CMB oscillations will increase, increasing in turn the amplitude of the angular power spectrum. Therefore, we expect the interaction strength size Q 0 and the c 2 vis parameter to be positively correlated.
On the other hand, a change of c 2 eff implies a decrease of pressure perturbations for the dark radiation component in its rest frame. As shown in Fig. 1 (upper panel) , a decrease in c 2 eff from its canonical 1/3 to the value c 2 eff = 0 leads to a damping of the CMB peaks, since dark radiation is behaving as a pressureless fluid from the perturbation perspective. In the case of c 2 eff , we expect this parameter to be negatively correlated with Q 0 . Figure 1 (lower panel) depicts the matter power spectrum in the presence of a dark radiation-dark matter interaction for different values of the dark radiation clustering parameters (including the standard case with c 2 eff = c 2 vis = 1/3) for one dark radiation interacting species, i.e. ∆N eff = 1. We illustrate as well the case of a pure ΛCDM universe. Notice that, since the dark matter fluid is interacting with the dark radiation component, the dark matter component is no longer presureless, showing damped oscillations. The smaller wave mode at which the interaction between the dark fluids will leave a signature on the matter power spectrum is roughly k f ∼ a f H(a f ), which corresponds to the size of the universe at the time that the dark radiation-dark matter interaction becomes ineffective [22] [23] [24] , i.e. when H(a f ) = Γ(a f ) (being H the Hubble parameter and Γ the effective dark radiation-dark matter scattering rate ρ dr ρ dm n dm σ dm−dr |v| ). For the case of constant dark radiation-dark matter interacting cross section, the typical scale k f reads, for ∆N eff = 1:
Notice however from Fig. 1 (lower panel) that, while varying c 2 vis the matter power spectrum barely changes, a change in c 2 eff changes dramatically the matter power spectrum, washing out any interacting signature. For instance, if c 2 eff = 0, dark radiation is a presureless fluid which behaves as dark matter, inducing an enhancement of the matter fluctuations, and, consequently, the presence of a dark radiation-dark matter interaction will not modify the matter power spectrum, see the lower panel of Fig. 1 . Therefore, one might expect a degeneracy between the dark radiation-dark matter coupling and the dark radiation c 2 eff parameter: the larger the interaction is, the smaller c 2 eff should be to compensate the suppression of power at scales k ∼ k f .
III. DATA
In order to constrain the dark radiation parameters ∆N eff , c 2 eff and c 2 vis , as well as the size of the dark radiation-dark matter interaction, we have modified the Boltzmann CAMB code [27] including the dark radiationdark matter interaction scenario. Then, we perform a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) analysis based on the publicly available MCMC package cosmomc [32] . We consider a ΛCDM cosmology with ∆N eff dark radiation species interacting with the dark matter and three massless active neutrinos. This scenario is described by the 10000 10 100 1000 . We depict as well the data from the WMAP and SPT experiments, see text for details. Lower panel: matter power spectrum for the different models described in the upper panel. The data correspond to the clustering measurements of luminous red galaxies from SDSS II DR7 [31] .
following set of parameters:
2 and ω c ≡ Ω c h 2 are the physical baryon and cold dark matter energy densities, Θ s is the ratio between the sound horizon and the angular diameter distance at decoupling, τ is the optical depth, n s is the scalar spectral index, A s is the amplitude of the primordial spectrum, ∆N eff is the extra dark radiation component, c For CMB data, we use the seven year WMAP data [6, 33] (temperature and polarization) by means of the likelihood supplied by the WMAP collaboration. We consider as well CMB temperature anisotropies from the SPT experiment [10] , which provides highly accurate measurements on scales 10 arcmin. We account as well for foreground contributions, adding the SZ amplitude A SZ , the amplitude of the clustered point source contribution, A C , and the amplitude of the Poisson distributed point source contribution, A P , as nuisance parameters in the CMB data analysis.
Furthermore, we include the latest constraint from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) [34] on the Hubble parameter H 0 . Separately, we also add Supernovae Ia luminosity distance data from the 3 year Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS3) [35] , adding in the MCMC analysis two extra nuisance parameters, which are related to the intrinsic supernova magnitude dependence on stretch (which measures the shape of the SN light curve) and color, see Ref. [35] for details. We do not consider here the addition of HST and SNLS3 measurements simultaneously because these two data sets are not independent. Galaxy clustering measurements are also added in our analysis via BAO data from the CMASS sample in Data Release 9 [36] of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) [37, 38] , with a median redshift of z = 0.57 [39] , as well as from the LRG sample from Data Release 7 with a median redshift of z = 0.35 [40] , and from the 6dF Galaxy Survey 6dFGS at a lower redshift z = 0.106 [41] .
Therefore, we illustrate two cases, namely, the results from the combination of WMAP, SPT, SNLS3 and BAO data as well as the results arising from the combination of WMAP, SPT, HST and BAO data. Table II shows the 68% and 95% CL errors on the dark radiation parameters and on the size of the dark radiation-dark matter interaction strength arising from the two possible combinations of data sets considered here for both interacting and non interacting scenarios. Notice, first, that the 1 − 2σ preference found in the literature for extra dark radiation species is still present in both interacting and non interacting scenarios in which the dark radiation clustering properties are not standard. Overall, the bounds on ∆N eff are not largely modified when allowing for a dark radiation-dark matter coupling, see also the results presented in Ref. [18] . However, the bounds on the dark radiation clustering properties c 2 eff and c 2 vis in the ΛCDM scenario and in minimal extensions of this scheme presented in Refs. [13, 17] are drastically changed when considering the possibility of an interaction between the dark radiation and the dark matter fluids. For instance, in Ref. [13] , in the context of a ΛCDM scenario, it is found that c 2 eff = 0.24 +0.08 −0.13 at 95% CL. Similar results were found in Ref. [17] , where the ΛCDM scenario was extended to consider other cosmological models with a dark energy equation of state or with a running spectral index. Indeed, within non interacting scenarios, we find c Figure 2 (left panel) depicts the 68% and 95% CL allowed regions in the (c 2 eff , ∆N eff ) plane arising from the MCMC analysis of the cosmological data sets described in the previous section. We illustrate here the four cases shown in Tab. II. The green (yellow) contours refer to the case of WMAP, SPT, BAO and SNLS3 data sets with (without) interaction between the dark radiation and dark matter fluids. The magenta (red) contours refer to the case of WMAP, SPT, BAO and HST data sets with (without) interaction. Notice that the errors on the c 2 eff parameter are largely increased when the interaction term is switched on, while the errors on ∆N eff are mildly affected by the presence of such an interaction. Notice that HST data is more powerful than SNLS3 data in constraining ∆N eff , agreeing with previous results in the literature, see Ref. [2] . The reason is because ∆N eff is highly degenerate with H 0 , and HST data provide a strong prior on the former parameter.
IV. CURRENT CONSTRAINTS
The right panel of Fig. 2 depicts the 68% and 95% CL allowed regions in the (c 2 vis , ∆N eff ) plane, being the color code identical to the one used in the left panel. While the impact of the coupling is not as large as in the effective velocity case, the errors on the viscosity parameter c 2 vis are enlarged by a factor of two in interacting dark radiation models.
V. FORECASTS FROM FUTURE COSMOLOGICAL DATA
We evaluate here the constraints on the dark radiation parameters, ∆N eff , c 2 eff , c 2 vis , by means of an analysis of future mock CMB data for the ongoing Planck experiment and the future COrE mission. These CMB mock data sets are then fitted using a MCMC analysis to a non interacting cosmological scenario but allowing the dark radiation parameters to have non standard values. The CMB mock data sets are generated accordingly to noise properties consistent with the Planck and COrE CMB missions. The fiducial C ℓ model we use is a ΛCDM scenario (i.e. a flat universe with a cosmological constant and three massless active neutrino species) adding an interaction between the dark radiation and dark matter sectors with Q 0 = 10 −32 cm 2 MeV −1 , assuming one dark radiation interacting species ∆N eff =1 and standard clustering and viscosity parameters for the dark radiation, i.e. c 2 vis = c 2 eff = 1/3. For each frequency channel we consider a detector noise given by ω −1 = (θσ) 2 , being θ the FWHM of the gaussian beam and σ = ∆T /T the temperature sensitivity (the polarization sensitivity is ∆E/E = √ 2∆T /T ). Consequently the C ℓ fiducial spectra get a noise contribution which reads Fig. 3 (right panel) , the effect is the opposite since these two parameters are positively correlated and therefore the reconstructed value of c 2 vis is lower than the canonical 1/3, see Tab. III. Therefore, if the dark radiation and dark matter sectors interact, a large bias on the dark radiation clustering parameters could be induced if future CMB data are analysed neglecting such coupling. On the other hand, the bias induced in ∆N eff is not very significant, being the reconstructed value consistent with the ∆N eff = 1 simulated one within 1σ.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Standard dark radiation is made of three light active neutrinos. However, many extensions of the standard model of elementary particles predict an extra dark radiation component in the form of sterile neutrinos, axions or other very light degrees of freedom which may interact with the dark matter sector. In fact, once that one assumes the existence of extra dark radiation species as well as the existence of a dark matter sector there is a priori no fundamental symmetry which forbids couplings between these two dark fluids. If one allows for such a possibility, the clustering properties of these extra dark radiation particles might not be identical to those of the standard model neutrinos, since the extra dark radiation particles are coupled to the dark matter. In this paper we have analyzed the constraints from recent cosmological data on the dark radiation abundances, effective velocities and viscosity parameters. While the bounds on ∆N eff are very close to those of uncoupled models, the errors on the clustering dark radiation properties are largely increased, mostly due to the existing degeneracies among the dark radiation-dark matter coupling and c 2 eff , c 2 vis . The cosmological bounds on the dark radiation effective velocity c 2 eff found in non-interacting schemes are degraded by an order of magnitude when a dark radiation-dark matter interaction is switched on. In the case of the viscosity parameter c 2 vis , the errors on this parameter are a factor of two larger when considering interacting scenarios. We have also explored the perspectives from future Cosmic Microwave Background data. If dark radiation and dark matter interact in nature, but the data are analysed assuming the standard, non interacting picture, the reconstructed values for the effective velocity and for the viscosity parameter will be shifted from their standard 1/3 expectation, namely c 
